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ith a population exceeding
24 million and urban sprawl
blanketing an estimated 1,482
square kilometers, Mexico City
is among the largest cities in the
world—and one of the highest at an elevation of
2,240 meters. As one gazes out over the seemingly endless imprint of civilization embraced by
the snow-capped peaks of the Sierra Madres, it is
nearly impossible to visualize the extraordinary
transformation the Valley of Mexico has witnessed
in the half millennium since Hernán Cortés and his
troops first entered the Aztec capital of Tenochtitlán in 1519. Sited on a suite of islands amid the
waters of Lake Texcoco, Tenochtitlán covered an
area of some 13 square km, boasted numerous
towering temple pyramids, and a population of
200,000. Today, vestiges of the fourteenth-century

¡Viva México!
An unprecedented program of urban recovery
in Mexico City’s Historic Center
Aztec capital, including its Templo Mayor—dedicated to the gods of rain and war—lie beneath the
Zócalo, or main plaza, at the very heart of Mexico
City’s Historic Center, surmounted by some of
the most splendid colonial architecture the New
World has known.
Some 680 square blocks constitute the Historic
Center, within which are literally thousands of
important buildings. The most prominent embrace
the Zócalo, its northern end anchored by the
imposing Metropolitan Cathedral. Built between
1573 and 1810, the cathedral is the largest church
in Latin America. On the western edge of the
Zócalo is the Palacio Nacional, erected on the site
of Moctezuma II’s palace in the late seventeenth
century. Within it is a poignant cycle of murals by
Diego Rivera, among them the Epic of the Mexican
People in their Struggle for Freedom and Independence, which depicts some 2,000 years of history.
More recent treasures include the Palacio de Bellas
Artes, an Art Nouveau wonder on the eastern side
of Alameda Park, eight blocks west of the Zócalo.
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Mexico City’s Metropolitan
Cathedral was built between 1573 and
1810 atop an Aztec temple dedicated
to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli, gods
of rain and war. When viewed head
on, The cathedral’s main tower
boasts a noticeable lean to the left,
the result of differential settlement
beneath the 161,000-ton structure.
The building recently underwent
a $33 million restoration to shore
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An aerial view of mexico
City, which today blankets
nearly 1,500 square km.
Facing page, a schematic
map of the capital’s Historic
Center shows the original
Lake Texcoco shoreline.
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eyond its sheer grandeur, however, Mexico City has presented one of the world’s great
conservation challenges—the metropolis having been built on the ever-shifting silts and
clays of a former lakebed in an area of unrelenting seismic activity. Since the 1950s, these
issues have been compounded by air pollution, population stress, failed economic policies, a
soaring crime rate, and the gradual depletion of the city’s freshwater aquifer, the latter causing
parts of the capital to drop some ten meters in the past century alone. As the Historic Center fell into decline, many of its edifices became dilapidated tenements, while peddlers and
panhandlers populated its many gardens and public spaces. As if Mexico City had not endured
enough, the metropolis was struck by a massive earthquake—8.1 on the Richter Scale—on the
morning of September 19, 1985. The thirty-fifth quake in excess of 7.0 to rock the city in the
course of a century, it left in its wake some 10,000 dead and an estimated $5 billion in damage.
Ironically, many believe it is this very disaster that, in large part, prompted the extraordinary
rebirth Mexico City has witnessed in the past two decades. “Not only did the quake galvanize
international support for reconstruction, it focused a spotlight on the architectural treasures
at risk,” says Mexico City historian Guillermo Tovar y de Teresa, who has been spearheading a
campaign to save the Historic Center from further degradation and insensitive redevelopment
since the 1980s. “For the first time, there was international recognition of what was at stake.”
By the dawn of the 1990s, this groundswell in interest in Mexico City’s historic legacy led to
an increase in public funding for preservation, particularly for its most treasured buildings such
as Metropolitan Cathedral, which is currently the subject of a radical $33-million intervention
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Roberto Montenegro Murals
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oberto Montenegro was one of the artists who, together
with Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozco, David Siqueiros,
and others, pioneered the Mexican muralist movement,
which began in the 1920s with major commissions from then Mexican minister of culture Jose Vasconcelos. Montenegro’s career was
brief—the artist lived only into his early 30s—and many of his mural
paintings have been destroyed, making those that have survived all
the more important. Montenegro’s most complete iconographic
program, The Feast of the Holy Cross, graces a stairwell in the former
convent of San Pedro y Pablo, one of the finest surviving sixteenthcentury colonial buildings in the Historic Center.
For all their importance, however, the murals had begun to
deteriorate due to moisture within the walls on which they were
rendered. Following an extensive conditions assessment, it was
determined that the source of the moisture—from an adjacent
building and a damp building foundation—could not be isolated
or eliminated. Murals adorning two niches were detached from
the walls so that they could be conserved and remounted following the application of a moisture-proof barrier on the walls.
Since 2001, the restoration and stabilization of the murals has
been carried out by Mexico’s Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes
(INBA), work supported by the California-based Friends of Heritage Preservation and WMF through its Robert W. Wilson Challenge. Once the restoration work is completed, the murals will be
opened to the public.
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onstruction of the Palacio de Bellas Artes, in the heart of
Mexico City, began in 1904 under the direction of the Italian architect Adam Boari. Originlly envisioned as a National
Theater built in the Art Nouveau style, it was slated for completion by the centennial celebration of Mexico’s independence
in 1910. However, a shortfall of monies and a series of setbacks
delayed completion of the building until 1934, when it was finished
by the architect Federico Mariscal, who introduced the Art Deco
motifs that decorate the interior. The Palacio de Bellas Artes is
decorated with mural paintings by many outstanding Mexican artists—Rivera, Tamayo, Montenegro, and Lozano. It also houses the
National Museum of Architecture and serves as the city’s premier
performance space for opera and other musical events.
Until recently, the building’s dome and two semi-cupolas
were in dire need of repair, the result of seasonal rains and
materials failure. In 2001, work on the smaller semi-cupolas,
partially funded by a $100,000 WMF American Express grant, was
completed; work on the central dome, supported by a $400,000
grant from WMF through its Robert W. Wilson Challenge drew to
a close this past September.

Among the buildings that have
seen recent refurbishment in
Mexico’s historic center are
El teatro Lirico, top, built in
1907, and a sixteenth-century
colonial house, above.

aimed at preventing the structure from collapse (see page 17). Perhaps more importantly, a dramatic shift
in municipal public policy began to encourage private investment within the Historic Center through a
series of incentives including subsidies, loan guarantees, and tax incentives, as well as zoning and buildingcode modifications. As a result, nearly 1,000 buildings within the Historic Center have been reclaimed
and restored to their colonial splendor since 1988 in what has been hailed as one of the most aggressive
programs of urban renewal ever undertaken.
“Mexico City, which arguably has the world’s largest surviving aggregation of seventeenth- to nineteenthcentury architecture, has been beseiged in every conceivable way by twentieth-century urbanization,”
says noted architect Alex Kreiger of Harvard University, “yet the progress the city has made in reclaiming
its past is nothing short of unprecedented.” Harvard University bestowed its Veronica Rudge Green Prize
for Urban Design on Mexico City in 1996 in recognition of the tremendous strides the metropolis had
made in terms of preservation.
As urban renewal projects worldwide have demonstrated, the successful maintenance of revitalized
areas depends not only upon an appreciation of the monuments within them, but upon the long-term
commitment of specific people for whom the district becomes home. Few know this better than businessman and entrepreneur Carlos Slim Helú, who with Tovar has championed the revitalization of the
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Following its restoration,
La Esmeralda, an early
twentieth-century building,
will house a museum
dedicated to Mexican writer
Carlos Monsivais, along
with an extensive collection
of paintings, photographs,
and popular art.
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Vendors in the Plaza Victoria

Historic Center since the late 1980s. In just the past three years, Slim, who is currently the president
of the Historic Center Trust, has personally channeled more than $150 million garnered from his
telecommunications empire into the restoration of some 60 buildings within the Historic Center,
another $50 million for a suite of accompanying social programs. Another $80 million has been
committed to these projects through 2005.
“I knew that for this to work, the government had to be on board at every level,” says Slim,
whose participation was contingent upon the backing of the president of Mexico as well as the
integration of a host of social programs and civic improvements within the framework of restoration.
“People who live and work in an area have to see a definite improvement in their lives if they are
to fully participate in its revitalization. We would also have to move quickly, particularly in the
areas of providing security and public services such as sanitation and lighting. We knew a safer, yet
affordable area was also more likely to attract young people.” Many young people, primarily students,
had left the area when the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México moved to a new campus
south of the city in the mid 1950s.
“We have also financed another $150 million in projects such as new facilities for the Foreign
Ministry Secretary and the Universidad del Claustro de Sor Juana, aimed at bringing commerce and
more than 1,000 students into the area. Other private investors have complemented our commitment to the Historic Center with an additional $200 million invested in housing, hotels, and retail
and entertainment establishments. Despite its great architectural and historical value, property
has been relatively cheap in the city center, making it very attractive to investors, new residents,
and business.”
According to BusinessWeek’s Mexico correspondent Geri Smith, who has tracked Slim’s financial
career for several years, it is a win-win deal. “For Slim, investing in historic preservation is simply
good business. Restoring buildings, particularly architecturally significant ones, dramatically
increases their value,” she says, noting that Slim has a profound sense of responsibility when it
comes to giving something back to his community; his father Julian opened a shop in the Historic
Center shortly after emigrating from Lebanon in 1902, and began investing in real estate following
Mexico’s 1910 Revolution.

For Mexico’s Historic District,
a Slim Chance of Survival
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ntrepreneur and philanthropist Carlos Slim Helú has been a moving force in bettering lives throughout Mexico. As founder of Grupo Carso, Slim, 64, has built one
of the largest financial empires in Latin America—one that today has a controlling
interest in TELMEX, which operates in Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile,
and Perú; America Móvil, the leading supplier of wireless services in Latin America; Carso
Industrial; Carso Comercial; Grupo Financiero Inbursa; and US Commercial Corp., the holding company of CompUSA.
With Slim’s entrepreneurial success has come a profound lifetime commitment to
charitable causes, including not only the Latin America Development Fund and the TELMEX Foundation, but to the Fundación del Centro Histórico de la Ciudad de México A.C.
(Mexico City Historic Downtown Foundation), which he established in 2000 in an effort to
revitalize and restore Mexico City´s famed historic city center. It is through this foundation
that Slim has been able to embark on the restoration of numerous extraordinary colonial
buildings as well as an ambitious program to improve the security, health, and quality of
life for local residents, workers, and visitors alike through education, training, job creation,
and infrastructure improvements. Over the past three years, Slim has channeled more than
$150 million into restoration projects in the Historic Center; another $50 million into a suite
of social programs. These monies have been complemented by yet another $150 million in
education and business development opportunities.
As this year’s recipient of WMF’s highest honor, its Hadrian Award, Slim has recently
agreed to partner with WMF to extend the reach of his preservation programs to include
more buildings in and around the historic center and the development of a visitor facility
in the area.
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metropolitan cathedral
uilt between 1573 and 1810 atop the remains of nearly
a dozen Aztec temple-pyramids, Mexico City’s Metropolitan Cathedral is the largest church in Latin America.
Over the past decade, however, the cathedral has been the
subject of an extraordinary $33 million campaign to stabilize the
161,000-ton structure, which has been plagued by problems of
differential settlement since its construction began more than
four centuries ago. Over the years, the 22,500 wood pilings
upon which the cathedral rests have been sinking into unstable
silts and clays—particularly in areas devoid of underlying Aztec
architecture—at varied rates. Disparate sinkage is evident in the
pronounced leftward lean of its main tower, which was, until
recently, a precarious three degrees out of plumb. The adjacent
chapel still bears a discernable tilt to the right. Over time a large
crack developed down the center of its nave, putting the building in imminent danger of collapse.
In 1991, scaffolding was erected within the cathedral to support
it during restoration. A team of engineers then began excavating
its foundation. Thirty-two shafts were dug through the unstable
clays until bedrock was reached at more than 20 meters. The
shafts were then backfilled with far more rigid and stable cement.
In the process, the lean of the main tower was reduced to just
two degrees. Metropolitan Cathedral was included on WMF’s
1998 list of 100 Most Endangered Sites.
The early twentieth-century
Marconi building above, has been
renovated to accommodate a
suite of offices and apartments.

While Slim’s commitment to the Historic Center appears to be paying
off, he remains all too aware of the large issues confronting the whole
of Mexico City—geophysical stability and water management. “We have
brought together a team of specialists in all areas of hydrographic and
geological research, as well as those charged with urban planning,” he says,
“in hope of finding a long-term solution to the city’s continued sinking.”
Decades—if not centuries—of poor water management led to a depletion
of the aquifer beneath the city, which has caused continued compression of
the clays that once formed the lakebed of Texcoco. “What is interesting,” he
adds, “is that Mexico City receives five times its water usage in annual rainfall. We need to be able to harness this to curb our demand on subsurface
freshwater reserves; repairing our water supply system will also decrease
demand. We are also looking into a water recycling program, as well as the
possible injection of highly purified water back into the aquifer. All of these
are currently under investigation and discussion. If we are lucky, we will find
a solution, a good solution, in the not-too-distant future.”
Initiatives put forth by Slim and others, which have been more than
matched by the government of Mexico, have made quite an impact. “Walking
about the city center today,” says Kreiger, “provides a distinctive set of pleasures—awe at the persistence of history combines with unexpected delights
in encountering diverse uses and innovative architectural expressions in an
area whose revitalization was once written off as all but impossible.” ■
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